Grammar

1 Write sentences from the notes. Use the comparative form of the adjectives.
   giraffes / tall / horses
   Giraffes are taller than horses.
   ----
   1 Portugal / hot / England
   2 today / cold / yesterday
   3 skiing / exciting / swimming
   4 Miss Jones / pretty / Miss Smith
   5 this book / bad / that book

2 Complete the sentences. Use the superlative form of the adjectives.
   Keira is the most fashionable (fashionable) girl in our class.
   1 I think Paris is __________________________ (beautiful) city in the world.
   2 Carla's Boutique is __________________________ (trendy) shop in town.
   3 That shop has got __________________________ (good) clothes in town!
   4 Samuel is __________________________ (short) person in our class.
   5 I've got __________________________ (cool) parents in the world!

3 Complete the sentences. Use as ... as or not as ... as.
   Your bike is older than my bike.
   My bike is ________________ your bike.
   1 Leo is shorter than Paul.
      Paul is ________________ Leo.
   2 My bag is expensive, and your bag is expensive too.
      My bag is ________________ your bag.
   3 Meat is more expensive than fruit.
      Fruit is __________________________ meat.
   4 Shrek was funny, but Shrek II was funnier.
      Shrek was __________________________ Shrek II.
   5 Our car is big, and your car is big too.
      Your car is __________________________ our car.

Vocabulary

4 Match the clothes with these words.
   jeans _____ shorts _____ socks _____
   sweater ______ T-shirt ______

5 Complete the sentences with accessories.
   1 In winter I wear a s ____________ f and g ____________ s.
   2 I'm wearing my s ____________ g ____________ s today because I'm going to the beach.
   3 When it's cold, we don't wear shoes. We wear b ____________ s on our feet.
   4 I carry my books to school in a b _______ kp _______ k.

---
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